Czech Party Two-Masked, Prof. Claims

Former member of the Czechoslovak Parliament Professor Ivo Duchacek (Gov- ernment) described the post-World Czech Communist Party as one consisting of "two masks." Speaking before the Government and Law Society yesterday, he claimed that one of the masks fas- cinated, whereas the other caused com- plicity. Professor Duchacek ex- plicated that in his country "favora- ble" news cannot be filtered by the first method, so the second was assumed. In explanation of post-war anti- Communist factions in Czechoslovakia contributing to the "success- ful overthrow" of the Czech gov- ernment by the Communists, he said, was the assumption that the Soviet Union would after its poli- cies having been in contact with the Western nations during the war.

Professor Duchacek also consid- ered reference to the Democratic tradition of the people a handicap of the anti-communist group. He explained this by saying that de- mocracy doesn't train its followers to transfer its political conflicts from the field of public to the Private sphere.

Regrettably never having been a Boy Scout, the professor said the experience would have helped his development as a sense of orienta- tion during his escape through the forests of Czechoslovakia.

Valuable Oils Displayed

Two paintings worth an esti- mated $25,000 are now on display in Eisner Hall. The works, "Portrait of a Lady," attributed to Utrillo the Elder, and "Portrait of a Man," by Bart- olomeo Esteban Murillo, are Six- teenth and Seventeenth Century attributions, now on display at the college's students. The paintings, "Portrait of a Lady," and "Portrait of a Man," are Six- teenth and Seventeenth Century attributions, are now on display at the college's students.

Expression of Views

"My brother was killed by the Na- tions," explained this by saying that de- mocracy doesn't train its followers to transfer its political conflicts from the field of public to the Private sphere.

Regrettably never having been a Boy Scout, the professor said the experience would have helped his development as a sense of orienta- tion during his escape through the forests of Czechoslovakia.
Belafonte's Bop Bought; Big Buy By Book Store

Strains of Harry Belafonte seem to be pacifying the students, on account of and confusion as they stampede to the College's Book Store.

The college-owned store, Mr. Garretson said, can maintain its twelve and one half per cent discount on all books purchased only by using a loss on each book sold. "We make up for this loss through the sale of other items, such as greeting cards and stationery," he explained.

The students' insatiable desire for note-taking consumes 50,000 spiral tumblers annually. Along with the endless supply of paper is an equally infinite supply of pens, sold at a twenty per cent discount. The thirst for knowledge is responsible for the fact that 2,000 paperback volumes are available to the store.

All this, and Belafonte too.

An OP Special

Czech Communist Coup

By Prof. Ivo Duchacek

Czechoslovakia's final enslavement ten years ago as well as her present alienation can be—-primarily explained by the proximity of the superpower and energetic policies of the Soviet Union. During the Czech crisis in 1948, as during the Hungarian revolution, the College-owned book store is the student's primary supply of such publications, sold at a twenty per cent discount. "We are considering," he was asked, "the sale of some books, to be purchased on special order only.

The second important reason for the current subdued atmosphere at the Book Store is the student's practice of purchasing text books during the registration week. Inventory statistics disclosed that over sixty per cent of the College's students had purchased their supplies during this period.
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Where there’s a Man... there’s a Marlboro

Mild-burning Marlboro combines a prized recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia) of the world’s great tobaccos with a cellulose acetate filter of consistent dependability. You get big friendly flavor with all the mildness a man could ask for.

Marlboro

YOU GET A LOT TO LIKE—FILTER·FLAVOR·FLIP-TOP BOX

The cigarette designed for men that women like.

The BHE, however, upheld the action of the municipal college presidents.

On January 10 of this year, the College’s General Faculty approved a resolution urging that the ban be rescinded by the Board of Higher Education.

Paragraphs twenty-one and twenty-two prohibit from appearing on the campus" members of the faculty, student body, or administration who have been suspended or were dismissed from the College and those persons convicted of violating public decency or involved in immoral acts.

No action to date had been taken on this resolution. The announcement by President Gallagher that the Administrative Council agreed that their action of March 12, 1957, need no longer apply to John Gates." It was for this reason that permission for his appearance on the campus has been granted. Certainly, Mr. Gates has proven to be the controversial man of the year at City College.

Art Prof Pens Literary First

A literary first, published in three countries, has been penned by Dr. Bernard Meyers (Art). The book, described by its author as the first of its kind on the German Expressionists of the early twentieth century, was printed early this year, simultaneously in Germany, Britain, and the United States.

The work, "The German Expressionists: A Generation In Revolt," focuses upon the soci-economic and psychological influences that acted upon this group of German artists, and attempts to show what made them behave and paint the way they did, Dr. Meyers said.

The initial research for the book began when Dr. Meyers was teaching at the University of Texas in 1948 and 1949. As a result of this early work, the Bollingen Foundation granted Dr. Meyers a $5,000 fellowship in order to continue his research in Germany. The book, which contains a number of full page color plates, is one of this month’s selections for The Seven Arts book club.

A faculty member of the College since 1951, Dr. Meyers has had instructional posts at several other institutions, including New York University, The University of Texas, the University of Southern California and Rutgers.

Dr. Meyers is the author of several other books, among which are, "Problems of the Younger American Artist," "Mexican Painting in Our Time" and "50 Great Artists," which is presently being used as a textbook by the College’s Department of Art.

Bielawski
Beavers Play Redmen
Tom’s in Wingate Gym

(Continued from Page 1) as well as engine and expansion
fats.

Either Joe Bennardo or John Delatorre will be called upon to
handle the Redman, plus Bob Silver, Hector Lewis, and
Jerry Ascher will probably be up
front with Marty Groven and
Joe Bennardo in the backcourt.
No Delatorre and Lew Walitt fair to
start the game and in ready
reserve.

Since the competition between
the two squads began, in 1914, the
College has captured fourteen of
36 contests. Last season the Red-
men outclass the Beavers, 85-71.
St. John’s led by sixteen at the
half and won going away.

Chaim Sentiment
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